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Passing the Torch
At the May meeting of the
Executive Committee of the Board
of Trustees, Merlin Foreman led in
devotions. His scripture passage
was Deuteronomy, the 11th
chapter. The general theme was
"passing the torch" from one
generation to the next. It is an
important biblical passage. You
may want to read it.
Assuming we do think it is
important to pass on our traditions
and values from one generation to
the next, how do we do it? It
seems a matter far too important to
leave merely to chance.
We can help you! At
Northwestern College we believe
firmly in the desirability of passing
on the traditional values forged in
faith-not relative values or
necessarily society's values, but
biblical and absolute values. The
college is intentional about
nurturing values that will stand
the test of time and that are rooted
firmly in the Word of God. These
are the values that will guide for
life and for eternal life.
Many years ago one of my
mentors shared with me that there
really were just four things he
wanted for his children. He
wished for their health, their
happiness, their productivity and
their faithfulness. These goals are
easy to identify but increasingly
difficult to achieve in our society. I
believe Northwestern College has
been uniquely positioned and
blessed by God to help us achieve
these goals for our children. We
are not exclusively called to do
this.rof course, but certainly we can
be an important partner.
I've always felt that the greatest
strength of Northwestern is the
"package" of dimensions which
together impact young women and
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men. We are concerned about the
physical dimension of a young
person's development. There is so
much scientific information, much
of it generated within the last
couple of decades, about how
lifestyle choices help us to live a
healthy life. Students are called
upon to make important choices
and it is
inescapable
that they will
be influenced
by caring,
competent role
models at
Northwestern
who know and
demonstrate Dr. James Bullman
the way to
healthy, purposeful living.
The college is also very
concerned about the social
dimension of a young person's
development. In a variety of
wholesome ways, students are
placed in a community where
these skills can be measured and
developed. Our goal is to help
produce happy people who will
find meaning and fulfillment in
community with others. Certainly,
God did not create us to live life in
isolation, but rather in joyful
human relationships.
Much of this happiness, of
course, comes from being
productive with the development
and use of gifts given. As an
educational institution of
recognized stature, Northwestern
is well equipped to develop the
Christian mind at the
undergraduate level. We teach
young women and men to think
clearly and creatively, judge wisely
and communicate effectively-all
attributes which mark the
educated person. Students are
"Northwestern is inten-
tional about nurturing
values that will stand the
test of time and that are
rooted firmly in the Word
of God."
challenged at Northwestern on the
intellectual dimension to earn an
education, not merely be given a
diploma.
Finally, the spiritual dimension
receives considerable attention at
Northwestern. In so many
tangible ways, both outside and
especially inside the classroom,
students are challenged to think
Christianly. With this special
perspective on all of life, studies
completed at the college by
Chaplain Matt Floding document
the significant increase in students'
faith maturity during their years at
Northwestern. We are pleased
with this, of course, because like
the Israelites, we are also called to
pass on those biblical values which
will help to ensure healthy, happy,
productive and faithful lives in
glory to God and service to
humankind. For your partnership
in this wonderful mission, I thank
you. Together we can ensure that
those values we hold dear and that
are worthy of passing on are not
eroded from one generation to the
next. Hopefully, we can
strengthen our commitment for
this important work. ByGod's
grace, I'm convinced we can do it!
Many of our 1,200students are
living proof that it can happen,
even in these waning days of the
20th century.
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CAMPUS NEWS
Summer efforts improve campus
National guidebook recommends
education and theatre programs
For the first year in recent
memory, there were no major
building or renovation projects on
campus this summer. But
maintenance crews, computer staff
and outside contractors were busy
just the same, working on a
number of campus improvements.
All residence hall rooms are now
wired to the campus computer
network. An extensive project this
summer provided network con-
nections to rooms in Colenbrander,
Heemstra, Hospers, Smith and
West halls as well as the Courtyard
Village apartments. North Hall
rooms were wired with network
ports during construction last year.
A lot of dirt was moved and
new sod laid on athletic fields this
summer. Due to abysmal weather
conditions that tore up the football
field in last fall's final two home
games, De Valois Field was
completely re-sodded. The field
was also regraded to provide more
crown and centered between the
track to allow more room on the
home sidelines. Some 50
individuals-maintenance workers,
other staff members and football
players-helped unload and lay six
semi loads of sod.
A guidebook that recommends
specific college academic depart-
ments to incoming students has
highlighted two of Northwestern's
programs. The education and
theatre departments are both
included in the 1997editionofRugg's
Recommendations on the Colleges.
Written by Frederick Rugg, a
Brown-educated former secondary
school college counselor, the book
includes programs at 760 select
four-year colleges. Rugg's
publication relies heavily on
The practice football field and
intramural areas also were
Japanese educator
receives honor
Northwestern honored the
president of one of its sister col-
legesinJapan at theFallConvocation
on campus
Aug. 26. Dr.
Muneharu
Kitagaki of
Keiwa
College in
Shibata City
received an
honorary
Doctor of
Humane
Letters degree Dr. Muneharu Kilagaki
in recognition
of his contribution to Christian
higher education worldwide.
Keiwa and NWC officials signed
a Covenant of Cooperation in 1990.
Keiwa has sent a number of
students to Northwestern's
Summer Institute for International
Students. A sister-city partnership
between Orange City and Shibata
City has grown out of the colleges'
relationship.
random polls of students at those
colleges, asking them what
departments at their school they
would recommend most to high
school seniors. Input is also
received from high school
counselors, college personnel and
unsolicited tips.
The education department was
one of 30chosen from selective
schools Northwestern's size. The
theatre department was among
only eight recommended from
small selective colleges.
regraded. The renovation
included creating two practice
fields, both of which now have
sprinkler systems, and
redeveloping the large intramural
area, which is now on a slightly
higher level than the practice
fields. These grounds will be
ready for use by next fall.
New windows were installed in
Heemstra Hall and Courtyard
Village. Roofers were busy putting
new shingles on the campus
ministry house and De BoerCottage
and re-doing sections of the
Rowenhorst Student Center roof.
Some rooms in Colenbrander Hall
were remodeled for disabled access,
and door openers for the disabled
were installed at various campus
locations. Other summer work
included a variety of painting,
carpeting and plumbing projects.
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New faculty/staff bring strong credentials
Although they come from as far
away as Canada, Arizona and
Georgia, the 13new full-time
faculty and staff members should
feel at home in Northwestern's
Christian liberal arts environment.
Most of them studied or taught at
fellow Coalition for Christian
Colleges and Universities
institutions.
Mark Borchert joins the
communication studies faculty.
He is a doctoral candidate in
communication at the University
of Colorado who has presented
several conference papers on a
variety of media-related topics.
He also earned a master's degree
in radio-TV-film from the
University of Texas, a master's in
religious education from Southern
Baptist Theological Seminary and
a bachelor's degree at Carson-
Newman College. He replaces
Robin Riley,who left in 1996and is
now teaching at Lee College.
Karen Heil Borchert is a new
faculty member in the sociology
department. She has received a
master's degree in clinical
sociology from the University of
Northern Colorado, Doctor of
Ministry and M.Div. degrees from
Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary and a bachelor's from
Houghton College. Her previous
experience includes serving as a
researcher for the Boulder Valley
Habitat for Humanity and as
associate pastor at Boulder's First
Baptist Church. She replaces Eric
Moeller, who has joined the faculty
at Concordia University in Texas.
Dr. John Brogan joins the
religion faculty after two years of
teaching at Calvin College. He
earned a doctorate in New
Testament and Christian origins at
Duke University. He also holds an
MDiv. from Bethel Theological
Seminary, a master's in modern
Karen Heil Borchert Dr. Scott Manetsch Dr. John Brogan Mark Borchert
Near Eastern and
North African
studies from the
University of
Michigan and a
bachelor's from
Dayton
University. He
fills the vacancy Dr. Henry Venema
created by Dr. Bill
Kennedy's retirement.
Dr. Scott Manetsch also is a new
addition to the religion
department, replacing Dr. Paul
Schaefer, who moved to Grove
City College. Manetsch earned a
doctorate in European history
from the University of Arizona
after studying the Reformation for
two years at the Universite de
Ceneve, He also received an
M.Div. and a master's in the
history of Christian thought from
Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, and a bachelor's from
Michigan State University. He
served as associate minister at
Peace Community Church in
Frankfort, m.. for three years.
Dr. Barry Sharpe has accepted a
newly-created position that
combines teaching political science
and history. He earned his
undergraduate degree and his
doctorate in political science at the
University of South Carolina. He
has spent the last two years on the
political science faculty at Georgia
Southern University and made a
number of presentations at
scholarly conferences.
Dr. Barry Sharpe Dr. Daniel Van Kley
The philosophy department has
two one-year appointees, Dr.
Daniel Van Kley and Dr. Henry
Venema. Van Kley is a Calvin
College graduate who earned a
master's degree in humanities
from Western Kentucky University
and master's and doctoral degrees
in philosophy at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. Venema
received a doctorate in philosophy
of religion from Canada's McGill
University after earning a master's
in philosophical theology from the
Institute for Christian Studies and
a bachelor's from Dordt College.
They replace Dr. Don Wacome,
who is on sabbatical in Berkeley,
Calif., and Dr. Jay Van Hook, who
is on leave teaching at Grand
Valley State University in
Michigan.
Rick Clark will serve as a part-
time Spanish instructor as well as
sports information director and
assistant men's basketball coach.
He comes to Northwestern after 17
years on the staff at MOC-Floyd
Valley High School, Orange City,
where he taught Spanish and
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Perry Krosschell '87, who has
moved to Temecula, Calif., and
Carrie (Carlson '96) Krohn, who is
having a baby this fall and
working part time in the financial
aid office.
Glenda De Vries is the new
bookstore manager, replacing Pam
Vlieger '83. De Vries worked 19
years at K-Products in various
capacities, including accounting,
sales and program marketing.
Vlieger moved to the part-time
position of print shop manager,
replacing Dawn (Knipple)
Huizinga '90, who now lives in
Owatonna, Minn., with her
husband, Tony '89.
.--------,
replace Bart Gregersen, who is
working as a guidance counselor
in Houston, and Darrin Kimpson
'94, who is pursuing studies at
North American Baptist Seminary.
Two new counselors have joined
the admissions staff, Laurie
Aykens '97 and Shawn Hulst '97.
Aykens, from Orange City,
majored in business
administration-finance and was
active in the Spring Service Project
program and Orientation Staff.
Hulst, a history major from
Zeeland, Mich., served as an
ambassador and was a member of
the Student Ministry Team and
Orientation Staff. They replace
English/ speech and served as
assistant boys' basketball coach.
He is a graduate of Wheaton
College.
Serving as resident directors are
Mark Starr '92, Colenbrander Hall,
and Michael Wooten, Heemstra
Hall. Starr, who also will serve as
men's tennis coach, earned a
master's degree in counseling this
year from Indiana Wesleyan
University. Wooten is a 1997
graduate of Taylor University with
a sociology major. He served as
co-director for Taylor'S Habitat for
Humanity chapter, student union
manager and member of the
Student Activities Council. They
Shawn Hulst Glenda De VriesRick Clark Mark Starr Michael Wooten Laurie Aykens
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NWC athletic program
among nation's best
Internationals study
About 25 men and women from
around the world made
Northwestern their home during
the 13th annual Summer Institute
for International Students July 17-
Aug. 19. The students at this
year's institute represented a
varied spectrum of nations,
including Bahrain, China,
Ethiopia, Ghana, Hong Kong,
Japan, 11orocco, Nepal and
Taiwan.
The students took daily classes
in English as a Second Language
(ESL) and the Gospel of John.
They also experienced Mid-
American culture via relationships
with host families and a variety of
field trips.
Faculty active in scholarship
Dr. Syl
Scorza,
professor
emeritus of
religion, has
been appointed
to Iowa's Board
of Law
Examiners by
the state's
Supreme Court.
He is one of two non-lawyers on
the seven-person board, which is
charged with conducting the
examinations of applicants for
admission to the Iowa Bar.
Northwestern finished 23rd out
of 360 NAJA schools in the 1996-97
Sears Directors' Cup all-sports
rankings. Standings were based on
results of championships in a pre-
determined number of core and
wild card sports for men and women.
Northwestern's ranking is due
to national tournament
achievements by its football,
volleyball, wrestling, women's
golf, softball and track teams
during the past school year. No
other Iowa college reached the top
50 of the NAJA rankings.
Simon Fraser University of
Dr. Michael Kugler, history,
was selected to participate in a
faculty seminar, "Puritanism and
Its Discontents," this summer at
Calvin College. One of 11 scholars
in the program, he continued his
research on Scottish Calvinists and
the relationship of their theology
to the Anglo-Atlantic tradition of
Puritanism.
Dr. Michael Yoder, sociology,
has been elected to a two-year
term as president of the
Association of Christians Teaching
Sociology.
Dr. Carl Vandermeulen,
English, presented a paper at the
Wyoming Conference on English
in June. His paper is entitled
"Using Bakhtin to Design a
Cultural Studies Approach to
Writing That Overcomes
Resistance. "
Dr. Jackie Smallbones, religion
and Christian education, is the
author of an article published in
the July/August issue of The
Church Herald. She wrote "From
Bondage to Freedom," a
meditation on Luke 13:10-17.
British Columbia was the NAJA
Sears Directors' Cup winner. North-
western's Nebraska-Iowa Athletic
Conference foesNebraska Wesleyan,
Concordia and Doane were ranked
eighth, 16th and 24th, respectively.
The Sears Directors' Cup program
is presented in partnership by the
National Association of Collegiate
Directors of Athletics and Sears,
Roebuck and Co. The Directors'
Cup is the only national awards
and scholarship program to
recognize all NCAA and NAJA
championship sports for both
women's and men's athletics.
Dr. Syl Scorza
Tim 11cGarvey, music, served
as instrumental clinician at the
Conference for Church Musicians
sponsored by the Fellowship of
American Baptist Musicians, The
event was held in July at Green
Lake, Wis.
A group of biologists from
around the country who
participated in an August
inspection safari in Kenya
included Virg Muilenburg, The
scientists explored the Aberdare
Mountains and many other sites.
Dr. Fred Van Dyke, biology,
spoke at the annual meeting of the
American Society of Mammal-
ogists in Stillwater, Okla., in June.
He presented a paper entitled
"Relation of Diet Composition and
Foraging Preferences to Seasonal
Preference of Habitat in Elk."
Dr. Don Wacome, philosophy,
is spending this academic year as a
visiting scholar at the Center for
Theology and the Natural Sciences
in Berkeley, Calif. While there on
sabbatical, he will be conducting
research on the integration of
naturalistic theories of human
nature into a Christian worldview.
Dr. Robert Zwier, vice
president for academic affairs, and
Dr. James Bultman, president,
served as mentors at Coalition for
Christian Colleges and
Universities summer conferences
for new academic deans and
presidents.
Dr. Marc Wooldridge, music,
presented a marimba performance
and lecture at the Women of the
Bible League's regional retreat in
Sioux Falls Sept. 16.
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
October
ACTIVITIES
3 Alurrmi Recognition Dinner, 6 p.m., DeWitt
Center
4 Alurrmi Best Ball Golf Tourney, 8:30 a.m.,
Landsmeer Golf Club, Shotgun start
Raider Road Race, 5K & 10K, 9 a.m., Campus
green
Dedication of the Arthur and Bessie De Graaf
Memorial Carillon, 9:30 a.m., Zwemer north
steps
Morning on the Green, 9:30-Noon, Campus green
Campus tours including Zwemer Hall, 10-11:30
a.m.
Summer of Service Reunion Luncheon, 11 a.m.,
Bultman Center N-Club Room
Brat &Burger Beach Fry, 11:15a.m., Campus green
5 Campus/Alurrmi Worship Service, 10:30 a.rn.,
Christ Chapel
10-11 Movie, "Liar, Liar," 7 and 9:30 p.m., Bogaard
Theatre
24-25 Movie, "A Time to Kill," 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Bogaard Theatre
31 Movie, "Father of the Bride II," 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Bogaard Theatre
ADMISSIONS
13 Visitation Day
24 Visitation Day
DEVELOPMENT
9 Scholarship Luncheon, 11:45a.m., DeWitt Center
FINE ARTS
Drawings, lithographs and ceramics by Jacob
Van Wyk, Te Paske Gallery
24 Student Recital, Michelle Andersen, flute, and
Tonia Wiese, mezzo-soprano, 7:30 p.m.,
Christ Chapel
Children's Play, "My Emperor's New Clothes,"
7 p.m., Rowenhorst Student Center
GUEST LECTURES
6-7 Lamin Sanneh, Yale Divinity School
November
ACTIVITIES
1 Movie, "Father of the Bride II," 7 and 9:30 p.m.,
Bogaard Theatre
Coffeehouse, 8:30 p.m., DeWitt Center
14-15 Movie, "Evita," 7 and 9:30 p.m., Bogaard
Theatre
ADMISSIONS
14 Visitation Day
FINE ARTS
"Story Without Words Series," art exhibit by
Evan Lindquist, Te Paske Gallery
1 Parents' Weekend Concert, 7 p.m., Christ Chapel
7 Symphonic Band Concert, 7:30 p.m., Christ
Chapel
11 Student Recital by Nicholas Koele, baritone,
7:30 p.m., Christ Chapel
14 Jazz Band and Percussion Ensemble in concert,
7:30 p.m., Christ Chapel
16 Faculty Recital by Sue De Haan, flute, 3 p.m.,
Chris t Chapel
20-22 Senior Theatre Ensemble, 8 p.m., The Playhouse
GUEST LECTURES
5 Susie Shellenberger, author and representative
of Compassion International
19-20 Harold Trulear, New York Theological
Seminary
Blast from the Past
The Van Peursem Hall chapel/gymnasium was
transformed into a garden setting for this
academy banquet in the 1930s. If you can identify
someone in the picture, please contact
Northwestern Archivist Nella Kennedy at 712-
737-7240 or by mail at Northwestern College, 101
7th St. SW, Orange City, IA 51041.
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For many high school students,memories of summer soon will
fade like the dying embers of a
campfire. Most kids have had
their fun at day camps, Bible
camps or sports camps, but one
group of high school students has
returned home from "camp" with
more than just memories.
Instead of wondering, "Will I
keep my new-found boyfriend or
girlfriend when I go back to
school?" the students who spent
two weeks on Northwestern's
campus this summer are asking
questions like, "Where do I belong
in the scheme of history?" "What
should I do with my life?" and
"Who am I?"
Northwestern's Collegiate
Summer Program, pioneered by
Chaplain Matt Floding, was a two-
week introduction to the liberal
arts for juniors and seniors in high
school. The seven students
involved explored the topic of
"identity" by taking classes in six
different disciplines. "Intellectual
curiosity was modeled for the
"I used to want to read
just enough to get by,
now I want to read the
entire thing in order to
learn more from it."
students by exceptional faculty,"
said Dr. Floding as he commended
the professors who taught the
students in the fields of English,
history, religion, biology, music
and theatre.
More than a suntan
Floding and the program staff
wanted the students to come away
from this experience with more
than a good suntan and some new
crafts for mom's fridge. One of
Floding's goals for the program
was for the students to gain a good
ON CAMPUS
"wandering around in the art
museum and feeling more
connected to the artist than I ever
had before."
A HEAD START
High school students explore liberal arts
by Heather Verma at
Summer School
Like Sarah, many of the students
began to understand what
Through two weeks of studying and playing together, the seven students in
Northwestern's Collegiate Summer Program developed a special bond.
studying "the liberal arts" means
through the Collegiate Summer
Program. By the conclusion of the
program, the students seemed to
have grasped the value of
pursuing a broad-based education.
"It's important not to just focus on
what you're interested in," said
Laura Whipkey.
The students experienced what
it is like to have a well-rounded
education by studying the topic of
8
sense of the "by-products of a
liberal arts education: clear
thinking, skillful communication,
wise' decision-making and a sense
of responsibility toward the wider
community." In order to fulfill
this goal, the students' schedules
were filled not only with classes
and studying, but also with
activities that focused on
developing the whole person.
The students spent a weekend in
Minneapolis where they
experienced a theatre production,
a pops concert, an inner-city
worship service and an art
museum. Sarah Yoder, one of the
students involved in the program,
said that her favorite memory from
the program will be that of
..identity .. through the lenses of
many different academic
disciplines. On the first day of
class, all of the students were
required to compose new music to
the words of their favorite hymns.
Nathan Smith said that composing
his hymn was one of the most
memorable parts of his experience
at Northwestern.
"It helped me in
identifying who I am,
how human I am, yet
how close I am to God."
The program's participants
reported that the reading done for
various classes required more
thought than ever before. While
many high school students spent
their summers reading romance
novels by the pool, these students
were reading Euripides, John
Bunyan, Mary Wollstonecraft and
Maxine Hong Kingston. "I used to
want to read just enough to get
by," said [aymi Franken, "now I
want to read the entire thing in
order to learn more from it."
Dr. Michael Kugler taught the
history portion of the program and
all of the students said they were
amazed that they could enjoy and
relate to what is often a feared and
disliked subject. Laura Whipkey
said that reading Augustine's
Confessions was what impacted her
the most. "It helped me in
identifying who I am, how human
I am, yet how close I am to God."
After a day at DeSoto National
Wildlife Refuge with Dr. Fred Van
Dyke, Amanda Baker came to
realize that" in order to fully enjoy
all that God has given us, we need
to go deeper into understanding it.
I've gained that desire." The
students have begun to
understand who they are by
exploring "identity" in a
distinctively interdisciplinary
fashion.
Lasting Friendships
What the students learned was
not all academic; they also learned
much about themselves, about
their faith and about living in
community. Many of the students
said that the thing they would
remember most about the
experience was the relationships
that were formed.
In the apartment-like setting of
Northwestern's Courtyard Village,
the students had to learn to live
with each others' studying,
sleeping and even eating habits!
Part of the experience included
planning and cooking four meals
for the group to eat together. The
students made spaghetti (with
The program participants lived in
Courtyard Village and worked together
to plan and cook some meals.
plenty of leftover cooked noodles
to "decorate" the RA's bicycle),
pizza, and even had a cookout
with hot dogs and s'mores, The
students also relieved their
studying stress by playing Frisbee
golf around Northwestern's
campus and relaxing at the
coffeehouse downtown.
Faith and Learning
To many of the students, one of
the most important components of
the program is also an important
part of Northwestern's mission-
the integration of faith and
learning. "I liked this better than
my music trip to Europe last
summer," said Joy Hibma. "At
Northwestern, we could talk
openly about our faith in God."
Most of the students came from
public high schools and found
Northwestern's emphasis on faith
refreshing. "God was somehow
related to everything we learned-
things we never would have
thought of," said Amanda Baker.
Laura Whipkey appreciated how
the faculty members "put God into
everything-because you can't take
God out of anything, and that's
what public schools try to do."
The spiritual emphasis of the
program helped Alissa Dornink
decide that she wants to attend a
Christian college next fall.
An important goal of the
program was realized as the
students began to better
understand their most profound
identity-their identity in Christ. In
the students' group Bible studies,
in every aspect of every class, in
their times of group bonding, "in
everything we did," said Laura
Whipkey, "we were getting to
know and love God better."
Sound Interesting?
If you would like infor-
mation on next year's
Northwestern Collegiate
Summer Program, contact
Matt Floding, NWC, 101 7th
St. SW, Orange City, IA
51041.
712-737-7190
mfloding@nwciowa.edu
Heather Vermaat is a senior public
relations major from Orange City who
served as a resident assistant for the
Northwestern Collegiate Summer
Program.
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ALUMNI TRIP
!Jf'Real
ute
reat
by Harold Van Der Weide,
Director of Church Relations
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An ll-da y tour of the
Netherlands in May was the first
Northwestern alumni trip in recent
memory. When it was over, the
mostcommon question posed by
the 43 participants was, "When
and where is the next trip?"
Sponsored by Northwestern's
Office of Alumni Relations, the
May 20-30 trip was organized by
Extra Touch Tours of Sioux Center.
The tour was guided by Enno
Meijers of Ontario, Canada, a
Holland native whose knowledge
of the Dutch culture and history
made the trip a significant learning
opportunity. Itwas Enno's zest for
life and sense of humor, however,
that made the tour a simply
wonderful experience.
Focusing on the Dutch
countryside and smaller
communities, the group traveled
each day from our lodging place,
Driebergen, in central Holland, to
historic sights and places of
interest throughout the little
country. We were able to visit 10
of the 12provinces during our
stay, all of which left vivid and
indelible memories of a populous
low-land country that serves as the
gateway to Europe.
Although most alumni on the
tour claimed a Dutch ancestry,
many of us had little idea of the
beauty and charm of both the
Dutch landscape and people. It
quickly became obvious that the
Dutch character has been shaped
by Holland's association with the
sea. There is a saying, "God made
the world, but the Dutch made
Holland," which can hardly be
challenged. A good percentage of
the Netherlands today is not
natural landscape, but rather the
result of shaping over centuries
through human intervention.
With much of the land below
sea level, the Dutch have long
struggled with their goal, as one
person has stated, "to possess land
where water wants to be."
Through a masterfully-developed
Comments and reflections of
those participating in the tour
were overwhelmingly positive.
Among them:
• "The tour was better than we
expected, and one of the most
enjoyable experiences of our
lifetime."
• "Itwas great to meet and
travel with Northwestern
alumni and their spouses. We
made a lot of new friends, and
those we already knew became
better friends."
• "Our common Christian faith
and our Northwestern bond
gave a real sense of unity and
compatibility."
• "I returned home with a new
appreciation of my Dutch
heritage and a much better
understanding of my family's
traditions and culture."
• "I would recommend this
tour to anyone!"
CHARITABLE GIFT ANNUITY RATES
While charitable gift annuities have been a popular choice for
donors for many years, they have gotten even better. In addition
to the tax deduction available for a sizable portion of the donated
amount, the lifetime guaranteed rate of return and the tax-free
status of a portion of the income, there is now an additional
feature to attract your interest. THE RATES HAVE GONE UP!
Effective this past spring, the rates of return have been
significantly increased. Check out the following chart for
comparisons:
Single Life Rates Two Life Rates
Age Old Rate New Rate Old Rate New Rate
65 6.5 % 7.2% 6.0% 6.8%
70 6.9% 7.7% 6.3% 7.1 %
75 7.7% 8.4% 6.8% 7.5 %
80 8.8% 9.4% 7.5% 8.2%
85 10.0% 10.5 % 8.6% 9.2%
There has never been a better time to check out the possibilities
concerning a charitable gift annuity. For a confidential
illustration on how the purchase can benefit both you and the
college, call Cornie Wassink at (712) 737-7106.
"We appreciate the guaranteed income that our charitable gift
annuity with Northwestern College provides. We also like thefact that
it is a simple way to benefit the college regardless of our future
circumstances. /r
sold to exporters and wholesalers
every day. Almost any happening
is an occasion for giving flowers!
We observed that most windows
are lined with flower boxes and
flower pots. In addition, nearly
every home allots space for
flowers and vegetable gardens,
and each community maintains at
least one flower garden.
Space does not permit me to
elaborate on the many other
precious memories of the tour, but
we had ample opportunity to
explore the cultural legacy and
customs of the Dutch. Without a
doubt, many pages of journals
kept by the touring alumni are
filled with descriptions of their
experiences and impressions of
Dutch art, music, architecture,
churches, organs, towers, carillons,
windmills, bicycles, pastries and
coffee, as well as the graciousness
and hospitable nature of the Dutch
people.
We all returned with memories
that will be cherished for a
lifetime. But actually we returned
with much more. We returned
with new and deepened
friendships with all those who
were part of the tour. We also
returned with a greater love and
respect for that which we hold in
common-our relationship to NWC
and its impact on our lives. From
Northwestern's viewpoint, that
alone made the trip a huge
success!
Dr. Alfred G. Pennings '42, '44
series of waterways, dikes and
canals - together with dams and
sluices - they not only have found
protection from the sea, but have
actually reclaimed huge parcels of
land by draining lakes. These
newly-created dryland regions are
called polders. The latest offensive
battle with the sea was a three-
decade effort, completed in 1986,
called the Delta Project, a
masterpiece of coastal hydro-
engineering that now protects its
southern coastline in the province
of Zeeland.
The second thing a visitor
immediately senses is the Dutch
love affair with flowers. Although
their favorite flower, the tulip, was
past its bloom when we arrived,
others were blossoming, and
flowering shrubs and trees were
everywhere. Holland grows and
exports more cut flowers per
capita than does any other
country. This fact was abundantly
evidenced as we toured the
Aalsmeer Flower Auction, where
nearly 15million cut flowers are
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Beanies for beginners
Over the years freshman
initiation at Northwestern has
meant endless embarrassment at
the hands of empowered
upperclassmen. But despite the
imaginative indignities, the result
of the rite of passage is usually the
same: the transformation from
outsider to insider, from freshman
to family.
Prior to the mid-1960s, such
initiation activities as existed were
fairly tame and were concurrent
with the all-school mixer.
Activities that accompanied
orientation week were first given
the dreaded designation
"initiation" in 1964. That year the
1964-65 De Klompen recorded
initiation activities, including the
politically-incorrect freshman slave
auction and the farcical Kangaroo
Archival evidence exists to
suggest that freshman beanies
were at one time green, alluding
perhaps to the inexperience of
"green" college students. In the
'60s, when initiation emerged
as an acknowledged and
celebrated tradition,
freshman beanies
reappeared, this time
red and white. For
the next 10 years, they were the
indelible mark of a new Raider.
In 1975, the freshman beanies
arrived late for the second year in
a row, delaying initiation until
later in September. The out-of-
date beanie fashion may have
been the reason for the delay, and
the result was that the next year,
they looked more like red felt
TRADITIONS
by Tamara Fynaardt
Kourt, where offenders of the
newly-reinstated "beanie law"
were sentenced to a variety of
unlikely punishments. Caught
without their beanies, Jean
(Palsma) Foreman and Jay Streeter
were forced to stroll Orange City
streets with an umbrella singing,
"Don't Let the Rain Come Down."
And accused of other crimes
against upperclassmen, Julie
(Garrett) and Derrick Te Paske
were sentenced to street scrubbing.
The '60s were wild initiation
years when even the faculty got
involved. A September 1966
Beacon reporter followed the slave
auction, noting the unusually high
price paid for Ann (Swart) Ten
Pas, overseen by auctioneer Yogi
Bear, Northwestern's chaplain, the
Rev. Fred Buseman. A number of
fedoras than beanies.
In 1977 they changed again to
red derby hats, and a Beacon
editorial lamented the fact that
the wearing of beanies was no
longer being enforced as
strictly as it had in the past.
" Whether it was lack of
enforcement or lack of
interest, soon after,
beanies died out as the
mark of a Northwestern
freshman.
Initiation committees since
have discussed whether being a
freshman warrants a visible sign
of freshman-ness, like a beanie.
They usually conclude, however,
that beanie or not, freshmen are
unmistakable during their first
week on campus.
.....-~
Judy (Gunnerson '69) Brown is sentenced
to read poetry to Rog Ravenhorst '68,
who's sentenced to listen to it.
faculty were caught in De Klompen
photos decked out as judges for
Kangaroo Kourt.
The weeklong freshman
initiation of the '60s also included
"athletic day," when all the
freshmen had to run to and from
their classes, and "white socks
day," when they had to wear
white socks with their Sunday
best, evidently a fashion faux pas
even then.
In 1972 the Student Senate
decided it was time for
emancipation and called an end to
the traditional slave auction that
had been a part of initiation. In '73
the student government " ... killed
Midnight Olympics" according to
one Beacon columnist, ending the
tradition of rousing drowsy
freshmen at midnight and
subjecting them to strenuous
calisthenics. They also declared
breakfast and lunch times off-
limits to unreasonable or
embarrassing upperclassman
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requests, but designated supper than hall-specific initiations, there upperclassmen laugh at you, but
time as open season on hapless was one initiation night for men they cheer you on, too."
freshmen. and one for women. In a much Occasionally Blezien hears
In the '70s, traditions of selling shorter time period, freshmen alumni complaints on the turns
and punishing freshmen gave way were made to participate in ernbar- freshman initiations have taken
to dousing them, ushering in an rassing, but harmless games like over the years. "Some have
era of freshman initiations that spinning by your forehead around complained that it's lame now."
tested upperclassman a baseball bat and then trying to Others, he claims, have always
imaginations when it came to walk straight and sliding on a thought it was an inane waste of
substances one could "baptize" giant slip-n-slide behind the library. time at best, and inappropriate for
freshmen with. In the '70s it was Then-freshman Jenny Christians at worst. Still, most
shaving cream and toothpaste, and Neuhauser, who was a part of this participants are in favor of keeping
by the late '80s it had become year's freshman initiation the tradition of initiation alive
Most participants are in
committee, says her initiation because it's fun and it's a bonding
experience was a blast. "It's experience.
favor of keeping the embarrassing. I was picked to sing Initiation '96 ended with the
tradition of initiation alive 'You've Lost that Lovin' Feeling' to upperclassmen serving thean upperclassman I didn't know, freshmen a meal, rather than vice
because it's fun and it's a and I still can't look him in the versa. Then-freshman Trisha Horn
bonding experience. face. By the end of the night commented, "It was like the
you're wet, cold and muddy, but upperclassmen were saying
ketchup and eggs. Each initiation you're all in it together. The 'welcome' to the freshmen."
evening ended, though, with the
"Wet and Wild Waterfight" to
ALUMNI-What's New With You?clean everyone off before heading
back into the dorms. Letusknowsowecantellyourfriendsandclassmates.Sendto:OfficeofPublic
By the mid-1970s Beacon Relations,NorthwesternCollege,101 7th St.SW,OrangeCity,IA51041.0r
editorials were already beginning e-mailit to fynaardt@nwciowa.edu;fax number is 712-737-7117. Deadline
to question whether initiation for the WinterNorthwestern News isOct 12.
practices were welcoming to
freshmen or instead serving to
humiliate and alienate them.
When current Dean for Student
Affairs Paul Blezien came to
Northwestern in 1988,he
wondered why any of the Name
freshmen stayed after being Address
subjected to initiation. Women
were being serenaded with crude
songs and men were commanded HomePhone Classof
to crawl through the drainage E-mailAddress(fordirectory)ditch behind the RSC.
Blezien admits, though, that
despite these questionable PROSPECTIVESTUDENT "TIP"
initiation exercises, students who Name"survived" them emerged feeling
affirmed and part of the Raider Address
family. He began to wonder City/State Zip
whether it was possible to
Yearof H.S.Graduation H.S.Nameeliminate the negative aspects of --
initiation and keep the positive InterestAreas
results. PhoneNumber
In 1996, the Student Or call the Admissions Office at 1-800-747-4757Government Association put new to provide names of promising high school juniors and seniors.
initiation plans into action. Rather
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Writing assignments, especially
those that require multiple pages
and properly cited sources, cause
groans and anxiety for most
college students. Yetmost
eventually discover that no matter
how much they dread putting pen
to paper, they do have something
important to say. Encouraging
students to write, not for the grade
and not to impress the professor,
but because they have something
important to say has been one of
Assistant Professor Barbara
Turnwall's jobs and joys for the
last three decades.
She first arrived on
Northwestern's campus in 1966,
after receiving a master's from the
State University of New York-
Albany and teaching for one year
in Rochester, N.Y. Turnwall was
one of five female faculty
members, and the only one
without gray hair. She remembers
during the first years that most of
the faculty were kind and
affirming, even the one who
thought she was much too young
to be teaching college students and
referred to her as "the little babe"
when she was out of earshot.
Still, being a young woman on a
mostly male faculty caused
occasional career complications.
After she married and became
pregnant, she wondered if she
might lose her job. Northwestern
had no maternity leave policy at
that time, so when her son was
born, she took two weeks off and
then returned to teaching. "I felt
God was calling me to the
classroom. And my husband
never raised the issue of my
staying at home because I was a
professional when we met, so he
understood my commitment to
teaching at Northwestern."
Looking back, Turnwall says the
only thing that hasn't changed
about Northwestern over the years
is her mission. The faculty have
grown, becoming more diverse
and more professional, and the
FACULTY PROFILE
Something
to sag
by Tamara Fynaardt
changes in facilities have been
amazing.
The students have changed, too,
according to Turnwall. "I think
students valued the privilege of
getting a liberal arts education
the '80s writing was again
acknowledged as an important
part of a liberal arts curriculum,
and students were required to pass
a writing competency exam. The
exam was eventually replaced by
today's one-semester (two for
some students) writing
requirement.
In addition to curricular
changes, actual classroom
instruction also has changed
significantly in 30 years. "Very
basically, the students used to sit
in rows facing me, but now I sit
Barb Tumwall goes over a paper with sophomore Coralie Clark.
more when I first started teaching
at Northwestern. Also, they
seemed to have greater attention
spans, and they were more
inclined to be readers. Today
students are used to constant
stimulation from TV and videos,
and they're more vocationally-
oriented."
Northwestern's writing
requirements for students have
changed frequently during
Turnwall's tenure. In the 1960s
freshmen were required to take
two semesters of writing classes,
and in the 70s, like many colleges,
the administration dropped the
writing requirement entirely. In
with my students in a circle. It's
no longer my class, where I teach
skills and subject matter, but the
students' class, and my role is to
facilitate their learning. Writing
isn't an end product but a process
that allows students to explore and
reflect on their own knowledge
and experiences. As a process, it
also allows for plenty of response
from me and the other students
and plenty of revising."
Many of the changes in
Turnwall's approach to teaching
writing have been encouraged by
her involvement with the Iowa
Writing Project (IWP). Associated
with the University of Iowa, IWP
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provides professional
development in the teaching of
writing and the use of writing to
enhance learning for elementary,
secondary and college teachers.
Turnwall attended her first IWP
seminar in the late 1980s and since
then has been a site director for
IWP workshops on
Northwestern's campus three
times. She also has been a member
of the advisory board and an
instructor for the program since
1994.
Turnwall doesn't buy the
common excuse: either people are
writers or they're not; it can't be
taught. "Everyone can be a writer
because everyone has ideas,
experiences and responses to
ideas. Everyone has stories.
That's why authentic writing
yields such great material because
it's the stuff students know,
discover and care about. It's up to
me, then, to facilitate the students'
comfort so they can be open to
taking risks with their writing."
Turnwall especially enjoys
teaching the upper-level writing
classes, which draw bright
students who are willing to take
risks. "Working with writers who
are willing to experiment and want
to develop as writers is my joy and
privilege. I'd do it for nothing."
Over 30 years of student
evaluations attest to Turnwall's
ability to turn students who try to
avoid writing into self-proclaimed
writers. One student wrote, "In
the past eight weeks I have
experienced a transformation. I
have learned that I can write and
that I should write, even if it is for
no one but myself. In the unique
environment of this class, I was
able to find my voice. I was free to
try different things. I learned that
it is all right to fail, but inexcusable
not to try."
I
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From Prexy to provost
by Duane Beeson
Dr. Bruce Murphy is miles from
Orange City but his vision is not far
from where it was while he taught
at NWC in 1970-78.
In his last two years at
Northwestern, Bruce, his wife,
Diane (a physical education
instructor), and their two young
children lived with 14 students in
Prexy House (now Granberg Hall).
It was an experiment to try to
bridge the gap that often exists
between academics and student life.
"We were trying to model
something-bringing together
experiences outside the classroom
with those in the classroom to show
how that can enhance learning,"
Bruce recalls. He and Diane taught
a seminar on Christ and culture,
and participated with the students
in regular devotional times, concert
and lecture attendance, meals and
even service projects.
"We loved it," says Bruce. "The
quality of students in the program
and the quality of student response
were both very positive.
"What we did there has been
central to what we've done later-
focusing on how we really learn and
trying to bring the rigorous intel-
lectual process of thinking together
with community, relationships and
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
worship. Those things need to work
together if we're going to learn the
truth and actually live it."
From Northwestern, the Murphys
moved to Spokane, Wash., where
Bruce taught history for six years at
Whitworth College and served as
part-time associate dean of academic
affairs. From 1984-90,he was on the
staff of La Jolla
Presbyterian
Church near San
Diego, creating
and directing a lay
Christian academy
designed to
prepare men and
women for service
in the church and Dr. BruceMurphy
community.
While there, he
took seminary courses and became
ordained. He accepted the senior
pastorate of Seattle's Bethany
Presbyterian Church in 1991.
Today, his career path has come
full circle, as he has just assumed the
role of provost at Seattle Pacific
University (SPU),a Christian
institution serving some 2,500
undergraduates and 1,000grad
students. "It was a surprise, to tell
you the truth," says Bruce. "We
loved what we were doing in the
church, but this was an exciting
challenge."
The challenge, from Dr. Philip
Eaton, a former Whitworth colleague
who now serves as Seattle Pacific's
president, was to help bring together
academic growth with a vision for
spiritual formation. One of Bruce's
main responsibilities is to help
prepare a comprehensive plan for
what it means to be a Christian
university in the 21st century. Bruce
also oversees the institution's
academic program, with five deans
reporting to him.
Wife Diane got a doctorate in
education when they lived in
California and now is a professor in
the master's in teaching program at
Seattle University, a Jesuit school.
The Murphys' children, Karen and
Chris, both graduated from
Whitworth. Karen directs a
legalization program for migrant
farm workers in Hood River, Ore.
Chris is doing inner-city work in
Seattle and taking seminary courses.
Looking for ideas
Wondering whatever happened to
a faculty or staff member who made
an impact in your life while at NWC?
If there's someone you would like to
see profiled in this "Where are they
now?" section, please contact Duane
Beeson, Director of Public Relations.
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7:30a.m, Alarm goes off. This
morning you are going to make it
to the cafeteria before hot
breakfast ends.
7:48 Just a few more minutes ...
7:57 You can have French toast
anytime ...
8:33 Punch the snooze, then
jump out of bed screaming. Your
first class starts in 22 minutes.
8:35 Sprint to the showers-all
fulll-check upstairs-all full!-
decide this is a sweatshirt and
baseball cap kind of day.
8:53 Slide into BiblicalFaith
one second before Dr. Weiss
enters the room-perfect timing!
Feel victorious until you realize
it's quiz day-you barely skimmed
the readings last night and the
closest you've come to interacting
with the New Bible Diciionarv is
signing your name on the flyleaf.
9:05 Turn the quiz in-not bad,
but not good either. Resolve to
start doing the readings more
faithfully before the semester (and
your grade) slips by.
9:55 Head to chapel-that new
campus band is playing and they
sounded good at the coffeehouse
last weekend. Find your
roommate and recount your quiz
woes, then snap to attention as
you hear Chaplain Floding
announcing a Biblestudy on
popular music and the Bible
tomorrow night.
10:35 Dash back to the dorm for
a quick shower. Decide that
waiting until mid-morning to
shower has its advantages-plenty
of hot water and no one's around
to "misplace" your towel like
your neighbors did yesterday.
11:45 Head to the cafeteria with
friends. Load a burger with the
works, adding a few lettuce leaves
and some ketchup to make sure
you get your fruits and vegetables
for the day. Was that peanut
butter fudge ice cream that guy
just walked by with? Abandon
the salad bar and head for the
dessert.
STUDENT LIFE
by Sherrie Barber '98
12:30p.m. The anticipation builds
as you approach the RSC: will
there be mail today? Or just an
empty box taunting you with its
dull metallic glare? Yes? No?
Yes!! Triumphantly, you pull
out ... a notice informing you that
you have been pre-approved for a
Citibank Visa card with a $10,000
limit.
1:00 Time for CollegeWriting,
where Dr. Vandermeulen informs
the class that you're going to be
watching Pretty Woman and
discussing the images and ideas of
our culture that it projects. Is it
weird or cool to be watching and
discussing a fun movie in class?
2:00 Yes! Done with class for
the day! Start thinking about all
the ways you can spend a couple
hours-play some pool? go
Rollerblading? Stop short as you
pass the library, remembering
there's only two more weeks
before that Western Civ. research
paper is due.
3:00 Feelvirtuous as you exit
the library, having checked out
several books on the spot. At least
this time you won't be frantically
calling class members the night
before the deadline, offering to
become an indentured servant in
exchange for any books on the
subject.
4:00 Go to the Beacon newspaper
office to type this week's story on
the renovations to Zwemer Hall.
5:30 Your friends call to invite
you to Pizza Ranch-it's buffet
night.
6:30 Study time ... right after
you find out what movie your
neighbors are watching.
7:00 Definitely study time...
right after you find out who's
making popcorn.
7:15 This is it; you are ready to
start studying! Except you better
start a load of laundry while the
washer's free. Shrug as you realize
you don't have enough colored
clothes for a separate load and
throw them in with the whites.
7:30 Settle in for an intensely
intellectual night. Which is better:
tackling hard stuff first and getting
it out of the way or starting with
the easy stuff?
7:35 Decide this debate is silly;
none of your classes are easy.
Remember this morning's quiz
and begin searching for your New
Bible Dictionary. Open it, wincing
as the spine cracks so loudly it
sounds like the book is breaking in
half.
9:45 A neighbor pops in to
suggest a study break/ snack run
to Casey's; after two hours of
wrestling with questions on
predestination, you think this
break must have been planned all
along.
10:00 Your roommate's
significant other has stopped in for
a quick visit before dorms close;
you just have time to check your
e-mail before your Spanish study
session at 10:30.
10:30 Buenos dias! Good
morning! Buenos tardes! Good
afternoon! Buenos sueter! Good
luck!-no wait, that means "Good
sweater." Better work on that one.
11:30 Intense study time!
12:50a.m, Engage in a brief water
fight in the bathroom with your
floor-mates.
1:00 All of your verbs are
conjugated for Spanish tomorrow
and you've even taken some notes
for your Western Civ. paper-time
to collapse! Tomorrow you are
definitely going to breakfast. ..
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STUDENT LIFE
background check on someone."
Vince says he felt well-prepared
for his internship. "The criminal
justice program gave me a
foundation for what I need to
know; it prepared me for a lot of
the upper-level concepts I learned
at DCL"
As he looks forward to starting
his career, Vince expresses ap-
preciation for his NWC experience.
"Northwestern was the right
choice for me. I've gotten a good
education, made a lot of friends,
met my future wife, grown in my
faith, had a great time on the
baseball team, and the cost wasn't
too bad. Northwestern has made
me think critically about
Christianity, politics, economics,
what's going on in the world. I'm
thinking on my own now, making
informed decisions about my life."
Which will hold him in good
stead when he's faced with the
tensions and trials of being a police
officer.
Kurtz works for law and order
Salt and light in the red-light district
by Duane Beeson
Vince Kurtz says he's wanted to
work in law enforcement for as
long as he can remember. This
past summer, as an intern with the
Iowa Department of Criminal
Investigation (DCI) in Des Moines,
he got his wish.
Vince didn't chase speeders, bust
drug dealers or dust crime scenes
for evidence. But he did view an
autopsy, tour a prison and witness
a polygraph examination. The
main part of his job was to process
criminal history record checks.
Iowans who want background
information on prospective
employees, suspicious neighbors
or even daughters' annoying
boyfriends can check to see if those
persons have a criminal record.
All they have to do is to send some
basic information on those
individuals, along with payment,
to the DCI, and someone like Vince
will check the database for
criminal information.
by Tamara Fynaardt
Rather than spend another quiet
summer in Audubon, Iowa, junior
art major Martha Hansen spent
this past summer cooking and
cleaning for weary travelers in the
heart of Amsterdam's notorious
red-light district.
The Shelter, a Christian youth
hostel, was Martha's Summer of
Service (50S) assignment, and,
despite the seedy surroundings,
she readily claims it was one of the
best experiences of her life.
"I saw everything-drunk people
singing really loud, people trying
to sell me cocaine, and the
prostitutes, on the street or
hanging out of the windows. It
made me just sick, but Jesus would
go there, so I knew I could, too."
Initially a little nervous about
A senior sociology major with a
career concentration in criminal
justice, Vince says his internship
was a very worthwhile experience.
"I learned so much and made a lot
of contacts that could be helpful in
the future," he reflects. "It was a
real pleasure; I enjoyed coming to
work each day."
While he hopes to become a
state trooper, Vince says his
experience working with criminal
history files was enlightening.
"This has
a huge
effect on
officers in
the field-
if this
infonnation
isn't pro-
cessed, it
won't be
available
to officers
when
they run a
service
projects at
least once.
"I think
North-
western
makes
SSPand
50S op-
portuni ties
available
because
they want
to en-
courage
students
to be well-rounded individuals
who know how to test their faith
and grow from it. Students need
to get out of their comfort zones
and be servants to others-isn't that
what life is all about anyway?"
A native of Clarinda, Iowa,
Vince Kurtz plays second
base for the Raiders.
leaving home and the idea of
ministry in an unfamiliar place,
Martha's confidence received a
boost during her 1996Spring Ser-
vice Project (SSP)trip to New
Orleans. "I never thought I could
just witness on the street, but Iwent
to New Orleans and fell in lovewith
talking topeople who are searching."
While she was faced with a
number of challenges from being
in a different culture, Martha
admits that the biggest challenge
was to her own faith. "My
challenge every day was to be like
Jesus, and it really became more of
a blessing than a challenge. God
poured water on a seed in me, and
if I continue to grow, I'll bloom!"
She believes all Northwestern
students should seriously consider
participating in spring or summer
Martha Hansen, left, served
for Christ in an Amsterdam
youth hostel.
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by Duane Beeson
Implausible. A teenager who
gets kicked out of a Bible camp
three times sneaks back in and
hears an audible call from God into
the ministry.
Improbable. The same teen,
who says he barely graduated
from high school, is accepted on
probationary status by
Northwestern. One of 21 students
living in Dykstra Hall, all on
probation, he is among only six
who return the following year. By
his senior year, he's on the Dean's
List.
Unlikely. Nine years later, the
young pastor accepts a call to a
church that is on the edge of a
changing neighborhood in Grand
Rapids, Mich. Many think the
church's heyday is over. Instead,
Up ClOSE
Ric~ARd (Dick) WElsCOTT
Almost Became: A mechanic.
He won a troubleshooting
contest in high school and was
awarded a scholarship to
study automotive technology
at a junior college.
Career Path: Graduated from
Western Seminary in 1969,
served Green Oak Reformed
in Oak Lawn, ni, from 1969-
74, pastored Hope Reformed
of Grand Rapids from 1974-81,
became Synod of Great Lakes
executive for church planning
and development in 1981,
added denominational role as
coordinator of new church
development in 1988.
Family: Wife, Mary Lynn
(Abbring '65); son, Mark (28);
and daughter, Gina (26).
Reflections on NWC:
"Northwestern was a very
warm and accepting place for
me. The faculty were
excellent. People were willing
to deal with my
inadequacies."
ALUMNI PROFILE
The Rev. Dick Welscott '65 coordinates
the 98 by '98 new church development
campaign for the Reformed Church in
America.
Beating
the Odds
few minutes about new churches
and you'll immediately realize
that's his passion.
"I love new church
development. I meet with the
most creative people, folks who
have a vision, who generally have
tremendous energy, and who feel
God is calling them to do
something special. They're open
and fun to work with."
Welscott coordinates the RCA's
effort to develop 98 new churches
by the end of 1998. Since the
campaign was kicked off in 1989,
92 churches have been started.
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the congregation doubles in size,
brings in a number of people who
feel disenfranchised from the
church, and even builds a home for
Vietnamese refugees.
"In a new church, people
are on the edge as to
whether the church is
going to make it or not,
and there's a great
dependency on God and
the Spirit."
Doubtful. A new church, facing
dire statistics about the percentage
of developing congregations that
become vital ministries in their
communities, is advised by the
man who knows a lot about
beating the odds. Six years later,
the church is reaching people from
a wide variety of backgrounds and
bringing many to a new faith in
Christ.
The Rev. Dick Welscott '65 says
he isn't afraid to fail. He readily
admits he's been in a number of
situations in which failure might
have been expected. And he says
he wants the freedom to fail as he
tries new things.
Welscott serves as the Reformed
Church in America's coordinator
of new church development and as
executive for church planning and
development for the Synod of
Great Lakes. Talk with him for a
Still,Welscott is realistic about
the churches' long-term prognosis.
"If 50 percent make it, that would
be very good. We're aiming for
two-thirds.
"New churches are the
future of the RCA.They
keep the basic values of
our faith but retranslate
them into a new culture."
"We have significant
disappointments-situations
where churches don't reach their
objectives," he continues. He cites
a Southern church that reached
over 500people but couldn't
sustain itself as a "self-sufficient
indigenous congregation." Lack
of knowledge about the Southern
culture, leadership issues and
inexperience all contributed to the
church's demise.
That example points out the
need for extensive research and
planning as new churches are
developed. One of the first steps,
says Welscott, is to study the
community and its demographics.
Planners use a variety of data and
often send lay people to learn
more about the area and
investigate its needs.
Welscott says new RCAchurch
starts use a seeker-sensitive
approach. "In churches we
assume a lot-that people know
where the coffee, nursery and
restrooms are ... even what
'Doxology' means," explains
Welscott. "A seeker-sensitive
congregation doesn't assume as
much. It looks at the church as if
the people are coming in for the
first time, and it designs the
service, the bulletin, even the
entranceway, for those people
rather than for those who've been
to church all their life."
The majority of people attracted
to new Reformed churches are
Dick Welscott offers congratulations to a new church start
pastor at the 1997 RCA General Synod in Milwaukee.
either those who feel
disenfranchised from the church-
60 percent haven't been active in a
church for five years or longer-or
those who recently moved into
the community from more than
20-30miles away. "They may
have gone to church before, but
are from a different tradition and
need to learn why we do things
the way we do. Many of the new
churches aren't in bastions of
Reformed spirituality like Sioux
County, but rather are in places
like Wichita and St. Louis."
New churches vary widely in
such areas as liturgical and
musical style and how they staff
their ministry. Some are ethnic
churches, like Korean
congregations, which have their
own flavor and culture. The RCA
also has had a number of
"adoptions" in which it takes in a
whole congregation and its
pastor. Examples include
churches formerly part of the
United Church in Canada.
Welscott says that churches
today realize that starting new
congrega tions is a missions
opportunity. "Part of being a
church is reproducing itself.
We're just part-way there in terms
of understanding that."
While the denomination
continues a slow membership
loss, Welscott feels that the RCA's
best years are still ahead. "New
churches are the future of the
RCA. They are a hotbed for new
ideas; they have the freedom to
experiment and learn that isn't
there in established churches.
They keep the basic
values of our faith
but retranslate
them into a new
culture."
Why do people
join a new RCA
church? Welscott
cites four reasons:
"Intimacy-if you
join, people will
know your name
and know when
you're not there.
Second, you'll be
needed. Third,
there's the
opportunity to
create the vision.
And fourth, with a
new church, the
Spirit of God seems
to be very real. People are on the
edge as to whether the church is
going to make it or not, and
there's a great dependency on
God and the Spirit."
Raider News
Want to check on a Red
Raider score or find out game
highlights? Northwestern's
sports information office
operates a pre-recorded
sports hotline phone number
with the latest Raider news.
Call it any time day or night.
712-737-7202
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ForAl Netten '55, the upside of being downsized is that he has less stress, looks
forward to work and holds no desires to retire. Al and his son, Dave, now own four
Wild Bird Stores in the Minneapolis area.
His Career Change is...
by Tamara Fynaardt
Ten years ago, Al Netten, a 1955
Northwestern Junior College alum,
was in the prime of his life. He
had been an engineer with the
same compu ter design and
manufacturing company for 25
years. As the vice president of
magnetic peripherals, he was
responsible for 10,000employees
and over a billion dollars in sales.
With a lucrative salary that
included stock options and other
compensations, Netten was ready
to coast toward retirement until his
ALUMNI PROFILE
career was stopped short by one of
the most dreaded words in the
corporate world-downsizing.
Suddenly, at 51,he found himself
unemployed and virtually
unemployable due to his age and
expensive level of experience.
"It was the first time anything
like that had ever happened to me.
Something like that is tough on
your ego when yOllrealize you're
not as indispensable to the
company as you thought you
were." Disheartened, Netten
sought career counseling and
returned to the job market,
working for a year in commercial
real estate in order to network his
way into another job.
One retreat from career concerns
at that time was bird-watching and
feeding, a hobby he had begun
with his wife, Lila (Top '56),when
they bought a house with a bird
feeder in Bloomington, Minn.
Through his patronage of a local
bird feed store, Netten learned the
owner wanted to sell the business.
"I had already decided I'd had
enough of large corporations. 1
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wanted to work for a small
corporation or own my own
business." Netten shared his idea
of buying the store with his wife,
who thought he was crazy. But
after several discussions with the
owner of the Wild Bird Store, he
America store sells mostly gift
items, like customized, decorative
birdhouses. Currently, a popular
gift item is team birdhouses with
pro and college athletic team
license plates for roofs. Green Bay
Packer birdhouses were very
popular this past year.
In addition to overseeing the
day-to-day store operations,
paying all the bills and hiring bird-
loving personnel, Netten also
circulates a bi-monthly bird
feeding and watching newsletter
called "Bird's Eye Views" to a
mailing list of 4,000customers, and
he frequently speaks at community
organizations interested in bird
feeding.
Netten admits his career change
has given him a new perspective
on life. "I see now that what
happens to us is not as important
as how we choose to respond to it.
I look back and see it was the best
thing that could've happened. My
former company had the
proverbial' golden handcuffs' on
me, and if I hadn't been forced out,
I'd probably have had a heart
attack by now from all the stress. I
love the business I'm in now and
at 61 I have no thoughts of
retirement. I thank God for
putting this crisis in front of me."
To get started in bird feeding,
it's important to identify the type
of birds you want to attract and
then to select the corresponding
feed and feeder. There are
basically three categories of feed;
each will attract a different group
of birds.
1) Seed - A sunflower seed
mixture will attract grosbeaks,
chickadees and cardinals, the
most "popular" bird, according t
Netten. A thistle seed mixture
will attract goldfinches and other
small song birds.
2) Suet - Suet is rendered beef
lard. This type of feed attracts
creeper birds like woodpeckers
and nut hatches.
3) Nectar - Sweets like fruit-
flavored nectar attract ruby-
throated hummingbirds and
Baltimore orioles. The Nettens
have found that orioles also love
grape jelly and orange halves.
"Now I look forward to
Monday morning the way
most people look forward
to Saturday."
and his wife bought the business
six months later.
Today, after six years as owner
of the business, Netten is in
partnership with his son, Dave,
and together they own four Wild
Bird Stores, including one they
opened two years ago in the Mall
of America. They have 25
employees and will do over $1.5
million in sales this year. "I have
less income now, but I'm more of a
risk-taker than I used to be. Now I
look forward to Monday morning
the way most people look forward
to Saturday morning."
The back to nature trend has
boosted the success of Netten's
Wild Bird Stores. "Bird-watching
is very popular. People who enjoy
nature invest in bird feeding as a
hobby because it's relaxing and
natural-for many it's a way to
commune with nature and with
God. And bird-watchers are great
people-they are loyal, caring and
honest customers."
The Wild Bird Stores sell bird
feeders and feed, birdhouses,
accessories and gift items.
Netten's three neighborhood stores
sell mostly feed and serve repeat
customers, some of whom will
spend $50-100per week on various
kinds of feed to attract certain
types of birds. The Mall of
Help suppott NWC theatre - one of the nation's finest Christian college theatre departments
- by joining the Theatre Patrons organization. YOllrmembership fee inciudes free tickets
and preferred seating to each of the season's performances, a catered candlelight dinner,
mailing and updates on theatre activities throllghollt the season, and YOllrname printed in
the program for each prodllction.
• •JOin troupeour
Join today! A single memberslJip is ius: $40. Couples membership is
only $70. Or be an Associate member for jllst $15. Send YOllrtax-
deductibie" membership fee to Theatre Patrons, Northwestern College,OrangeCity, Iowa 51041.
Or call Tamara Fynaardt, PatronPresident, at 712.737.7115.
• The tax-deductible portion is the price of your membership fee minus the $20 value of patron membership. You will
receive a receipt for your tax records. Additional contributions are welcome and are also tax-deductiblel
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LOIS HERZOG
Assistant Professor of Social Work
Backwhen I was of the age at
which most people decide upon
careers, I used to say that the last
thing I wanted to be was a teacher.
It appears that statement may have
been prophetic. I began teaching
social work at Northwestern at a
stage of life when most people are
winding down to retirement.
In retrospect, though, it seems I
always have taught and always
enjoyed it. Besides the teaching
involved in what was a primary
role - mother - I taught in various
contexts. As a missionary at radio
stations in Central America, I
taught local Christians to use the
media. In Brazil, where my
husband was doing research, I
taught at an American elementary
school. Later I found that the most
satisfying part of my librarian's job
was teaching the use of the library
resources and training new staff.
EARL WOUDSTRA
Assistant Professor of
Physical Education
The first real opportunity that I
had to teach came after my
freshman year at Northwestern,
when I worked in Orange City's
youth summer recreation program.
I found that I really enjoyed
children and particularly enjoyed
their enthusiasm for movement. I
gained the most satisfaction from
seeing lesser-skilled children
experience success.
These early experiences
encouraged me to pursue a degree
in physical education. In
particular, Diane Murphy (former
physical education instructor)
influenced me to develop an
attitude of teaching every child at
his or her own level. I believe this
has affected my teaching today. I
try to challenge our students to see
each child as being a special gift
WHY I TEACH
Then I joined my husband in
teaching the "hands-on"
broadcasting courses at NWC.
Like many women of my
generation, I didn't become serious
about a career until midlife. With
children out of the nest, I returned
to graduate school in social work,
another prominent theme
throughout my life. In my
continuing practice as a clinical
social worker, I find that the
helping approaches which involve
teaching are some of the most
effective and satisfying.
To have the opportunity to
contribute to the formation of
Christian social workers, then, is a
great privilege. The social work
profession was born from
Christian concern and
commitment, and NWC students
who approach the social work
major almost always do so from a
sense of calling to help needy and
powerless people. To develop that
sense into an intelligent, wise and
from God. It is
not our
responsibility to
teach only the
highly-skilled,
but to help
every child
learn to enjoy
movement and
to promote
active lifestyles.
Athletics has provided a natural
extension to my teaching
responsibilities. !love
competition! At NWC we have a
great opportunity to compete
within the proper perspective.
Sure, we prepare to win and strive
to win with a great deal of
commitment and energy.
However, I believe my greatest
strength as a coach is in teaching. I
love to teach the skills and to help
a team put the skills together to
achieve common goals. We make
the first priority to honor God in
spiritually-
grounded social
work practice is
a challenging
process. It
engages student
and teacher at
many levels:
knowledge,
skill, emotion and especially
values. Each student is developing
an individual configuration of
personal traits, gifts and
experience to become a unique
helper. A teacher in this setting has
an exceptional opportuni ty to
touch and influence young lives
and through them to be a healing
influence in society.
Herzog graduated from Bob Jones
University with a bachelor's degree in radio-
rv. She took social work courses from NWC in
the late '80s and earned her Master of Social
Work degree at the University of Nebraska-
Omaha. She served as a psychotherapist with
Siouxland Mental Health Center in Sioux City
for four years before joining the faculty in 1994.
all that we do. Secondly, we strive
to put the team ahead of any
personal agendas or ambitions.
When these things happen we can
really have fun and enjoy the
competition.
It is truly an honor to be able to
teach at NWC. I enjoy a great deal
the interaction with
Northwestern's students; they
motivate me to pursue my best
efforts. My greatest satisfaction is
seeing students that I have taught,
coached or advised enthused about
the calling that God has for them
in their lives and with their
families.
A 1978 NWC graduate, WOlldstra earned a
master's degree in recreation education from
the University of Iowa. He served as Orange
City's director of parks and recreation for 10
years. A member of the faculty since 1989, he
also is the head women's basketball coach. He
is pursuing a doctorate at the University of
Minnesota.
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Robert Barks and his wife, Kathryn,
live in Des Moines. They enjoy golfing in
couples' tournaments. Kathryn makes
silver jewelry and Robert plays the tuba
with instrumental groups.
James Boogerd has retired from the
ministry. He and his wife, Elaine
(Dykstra '48), live in Sheldon.
Velma (Van Driel) Boonstra lives in
Orange City with her husband, Norman
'44. They spend the winter months in
Mesa, Ariz. They have two children and
five grandchildren.
Ralph Bronkema and his wife, Louise,
live in Satellite Beach, Fla. Since retiring
from the ministry in 1995, flying small
airplanes is one of his favorite pastimes.
Helen (Vande Berg) De Graaf and her
husband, Aud '48, live in Hartley. Both
have retired from the Hartley school
system. They have three children and
four grandchildren.
Roger De Valois is retired. He and his
wife, Marjorie, live in their new home in
Loveland, Colo.
Evangeline (Kooy) Elder lives in
Camano Island, Wash. Church activities,
substitute teaching and politics fill her
time. She has two children and one
grandchild.
Leola (Roos) Heemstra and her
husband, Ray, live in Bartlesville, Okla.
She enjoys painting portraits on
porcelain. The Heemstras have two
children.
Zoe (Brenneman) Hemmingson has
retired from teaching. She and her
husband, Leland, live in Sheldon during
the summer and in Mesa, Ariz., in the
winter. They have three children and
seven grandchildren.
Dale and Margaret (Bastemeyer)
Hubers live in Orange City where they
are retired. Their travels often take them
to visit their children, which has included
a trip to Bahrain.
J. Kenneth Jacobs and his wife, Elaine,
are working with the Chamula Indians of
Chiapes. Mexico, transla ting the Old
Testament into the Mayan language.
Marguerite (Baker) Kroon and her
husband, the Rev. William '43, live in
Hampton, Iowa. William does supply
preaching and Marguerite is a volunteer
for church and community activities.
Clifford Mouw and his wife, Shirley,
live in Orange City. He has taken early
retirement due to a multiple sclerosis
disability.
Willard and Esther (De Vries) Top
have both retired. Willard formerly was
the vice president for academic affairs at
Huntingdon College in Montgomery,
Ala., and Esther was a teacher. They
have moved to Sioux City to be closer to
their children.
ALUMNI NEWS
Henry Van Zan ten is retired from
state employment. He and his wife,
Billie, live in Grand Rapids, Mich., where
Henry is studying Hebrew and Greek on
his own.
Merlyn (Wally) Wallinga is a real
estate broker in Orange City. He and his
wife, Luella (Mulder 'SO), have four
children and 10 grandchildren.
'52
Betty Lou (De Jong) Aalberts lives in
Grand Forks, N.D., with her husband,
Earl. A real estate professional, she has
received the Omega Tu Rho Award, the
highest award one can receive in the real
estate profession.
Dorothy (Oldenkamp) Auberg is
retired from teaching. This year she
traveled on mission trips to Irepuaro,
Mexico, and to New Zealand. She and
her husband, Richard '62, enjoy their lake
home near Alexandria, Minn. They have
five children and 12 grandchildren.
James Brinkhuis and his wife,
Darlene, live in Little Rock. He does
supply preaching and serves as manager
of their town's Dinner Date meal site.
Harriet (Korver) Brouwer lives in
Dexter, Mich., near her three children
and two grandchildren.
Martin Dekkenga retired in May
from Dordt College, where he had
taught communications and education.
He and his wife, Leona, have two
children, eight grandchildren and one
great-grandchild.
Gertrude (Dykstra) Den Herder and
her husband, George, have moved to
Luverne, Minn., since retiring from
farming. Gertrude works part time as a
cook for a senior dining program. They
have five children and five
grandchildren.
Harold De Weerd lives in Delavan,
Wis. He and his wife are both retired
and have founded a financial service
Deaths
include her husband; mother, Dorothy
Rau '70; daughter; son; granddaughter;
two brothers; and two sisters.
Paul Hudson, social science instructor
at Northwestern from 1968-1975, died May
11 in High Point, N.C. He held
administrative and teaching positions in
three North Carolina school systems and
six different colleges. He is survived by
his wife, two sons and three grandsons.
Donna Bosma '84 died June 22 in
Albuquerque, N.M. Though she dealt
with the effects of polio all of her life, she
held various jobs, including dispatcher
and director for Homemaker Health
Services in Plymouth County. She
recently had started as a vocational
specialist at Goodwill Industries of New
Mexico. She was named Iowa's
Handicapped Woman of the Year in 1987.
Survivors include her mother, brother and
sister.
Tamara (Brinkhuis) Barry '85 died
May 15 along with her infant son, Keith
Ryan, from complications of childbirth in
Waltham, Maine. She was employed as a
child care provider at various day care
centers. She is survived by her husband;
parents, the Rev. James '52 and Darlene
Brinkhuis; a brother; and three sisters,
Susan Brinkhuis '83, Darla Gross '86 and
Joy Schroeder '92.
Joel DeKam '91 was killed in an auto-
train accident in Ventura, Calif., in May.
He was a district manager for Associates
Commercial, a division of Ford Motor
Company. He is survived by his parents
and a sister.
Maria (Speelman) Wood '26 died May
2 in Hawarden. After attending
Northwestern, she attended Dakota
Wesleyan University and the University of
South Dakota. She taught school in
Montana, Iowa and South Dakota.
Survivors include a sister, a son and two
daughters.
Arthur Den Hartog '32 died April 23 in
Belgrade, Minn. He owned and operated
NAPA parts stores in Orange City and
then in Belgrade. His survivors include
his wife, two sons and two step-children.
Earl Klay '38 died June 23 in Orange
City. After attending Northwestern, he
served in the Army during World War 11
and then earned a law degree from the
University of Iowa. He served as the city
attorney of Orange City and as the Sioux
County attorney. He also was president of
the 18th Judicial District and a member of
the Grievance Commission of the Iowa
Supreme Court. Survivors include his
wife, Barbara (Brown '69); a son, Timothy
'71; and two daughters, Susan SwaIm '73
and Rachel '80.
Dorothy Lorraine Oelrich '44 died May
1 in Orange City. She lived in Carroll and
owned and operated motels in Missouri
and Iowa, later becoming a real estate
broker and selling motels in the
Midwestern states. She is survived by her
mother; a sister, Patricia Muyskens '49;
and a brother, George '56.
Patricia (De [eng) Muilenburg '67 died
April 6 in Littleton, Colo. She taught
elementary school in Maurice-Orange City
and in Littleton. Most recently she worked
in marketing for Sam's Club. Survivors
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company, specializing in estate and
financial planning.
John Fakkema has retired from the
Oak Harbor, Wash., school district as
operations director.
Elaine (Hesselink) Helmus and her
husband, the Rev. John '55, have moved
to Aplington, Iowa, following [ohn's
retirement from the Williamson
Reformed Church in upstate New York.
They have eight children.
The Rev. Wes Kiel is working part
time at Western Theological Seminary as
director of formation for ministry and
part time as pastor at Christ Memorial
Church. He and his wife, Nell, live in
Holland, Mich., and have four children
and eight grandchildren.
Emilene "Clem" (Faber)
Kleinwolterink travels between three
states with her husband, Ed, on their
candy machine routes. They live in
Sibley where Clem is a church organist.
Gladys (Oldenkamp) Korver taught
for 30 years in Pipestone, Minn. She
recently has moved with her husband,
Casey '51, to Orange City.
Audrey (Heemstra) Landegent is
retired from the Sioux Falls school system
where she was an education assistant.
Her husband, John '54, teaches biology at
Lincoln High School in Sioux Falls.
Burlea (Korver) Long has retired from
the insurance business. She and her
husband, Franklin, have moved to
Maitland, Fla.
Ruth (Vande Garde) Meendering has
retired from the Sioux Center Medical
Center as a certified nurse assistant. Her
husband, George, also has retired, which
allows them time to travel to visit their
children and grandchildren.
The Rev. Norman Menning has
retired but continues to preach in five
Midwest states. He also fixes wheelchairs
for overseas delivery. His wife, Fannie
(Lammers '83), speaks nationwide at
various women's conferences and
mission festivals.
Charlotte (De Boer) Meyer lives in Le
Mars with her husband, Edwin. During
the winter they travel to Arizona and
California.
John H. Mouw has retired from being
a counselor in the Oak Harbor school
district in Washington. Traveling is a
favorite pastime for him and his wife,
Gloria.
N. Dick (Bubb) Muilenburg has
retired and moved with his wife, Midge,
to Lake Okoboji. Their winters are spent
in Fort Myers Beach, Fla.
Mildred (Riphagen) Mulder and her
husband, Carl, now live in Orange City
after retiring from farming. They have
six children and 15 grandchildren.
Hazel (Sprik) Nibbelink travels
Don't assume you need 50 people to
qualify for the prize-although some
families have a head start simply by
gathering for Christmas. (Are you paying
attention, Heernstras, Dykstras and
Hoogeveens?) We will include the
winning photos in an upcoming edition of
the Classic or Northwestern News.
Alumni Corner by jay Wielenga '82Director of Alumni Relations
BED AND BREAKFAST
Although summer has come and gone,
many of us continue to travel throughout
the year. The Northwestern Alumni
Association's Bed and Breakfast list has
been updated and is ready for your use. It
consists of 21different alumni's homes
from Orange City to Seattle and all the
way to New Jersey. Each location is
different in price and size, but all are
reasonably priced and warm. I'm quite
sure they also will leave the light on for
you when you call ahead. If yOllwould
like a copy of the NWC B&Blist, please
write or call the alumni office.
GALA AUCTION
Although February seems like a long
way off, the alumni board is already
making plans for the 15th annual GALA
Auction on Feb. 21. We are asking all
alumni who would be willing to share an
item or service to please contact the
alumni office. Do you know of someone
who makes quality, hand-crafted items?
Does your employer have access to event
tickets or vacation properties that could be
donated? Maybe you know a famous
person or even have a car that is ready to
trade in. This auction has been
wonderfully successful but we continue to
search for new items. The GALAAuction
is unique in that booklets are printed prior
to the auction. This not only allows
potential bidders to preview the items, it
also acknowledges the generosity of our
donors. This event raises monies that
directly benefited 21 students this past
school year through scholarships. The
alumni office is anxious to hear from you.
Thanks for your consideration.
Arthea (Hulstein) Raak is in the real
estate profession in Worthington, Minn.
Her husband, Kenneth '41, is a
pharmacist.
Muriel (Bruxvoort) Ravestein lives
with her husband, Peter, in BellaVista,
Ark., where she works part time as a staff
nurse at Concordia Care Center.
John Tilstra retired from his position
as an environmental scientist for the
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WRITE US
1realize the alumni
director's column is
not high on your
priority list when
reading each
Northwestern
publication. Most
alumni go directly to
their class notes
section to see what JayWielenga
changes are occurring
in former classmates' lives. It is fun to see
and hear what others are doing. Many
times in my travels, alumni will ask me to
look up a classmate's whereabouts.
Thanks to Northwestern's home page
(http://www.nwciowa.edu) we are seeing
more updates. Honestly, though, we
could do better.
How many of you write a Christmas
letter to your family and friends? Would
you be willing to send a copy to the
alurrmi office? Please consider putting us
on your Christmas card list this year-even
if you didn't have any major changes in
your life. We will review and pass along
as much news as we can. You also can call
1-800-588-6692after business hours to
leave a voice-mail update.
SAYCHEESE
Too many times this office hears after
the fact about various weddings, planned
or unplanned reunions, etc.. where a
multitude of Northwestern alumni are
present. To capture even a handful of
these unsanctioned Raider gatherings, we
would like to announce the "Please Say
Cheese Contest" (this has not been
endorsed by the Wisconsin Dairy Board-
sorry, Oostburg, Sheboygan and Waupun
residents). We would like for all camera-
carrying alumni who attend an event in
the next six months to take a picture.
The person who sends in the photo of
the most alumni at a family reunion,
wedding, celebration, etc., will receive a
very nice NWC sweatshirt. Second place
is an NWC T-shirt. Please include as many
names as possible with each photo taken.
frequently with her husband, Bernard
'49, to visit their children and
grandchildren throughout the Ll.S. and
Canada. They live in Sioux Center.
Carole (Grooters) Nilsson has retired
from teaching and works as a part-time
grant and curriculum writer for a
business and education partnership: She
lives in Owatonna, Minn., with her
husband, Karl-Heinz.
Denver International Airport. He and his
wife, Carolyn, live in Denver and have
four children.
Darlene (De Beer) Vande Aarde and
her husband, Stanley '51, moved to
Orange City after they retired. They have
four children and seven grandchildren.
Audrey (Muilenburg) Van
Engelenhoven lives in Lakeland, Fla., with
her husband, Lee '57. She is active in
several church organizations and the choir.
Marie (Hockman) Van Gelder lives in
Springfield, Mo., with her husband, Sid
'49. They are grandparents to six
grandchildren, including two from Russia.
Joan (De Beer) Van Peursem retired
from her position at Northwest Iowa
Community College as literacy
coordinator and community education
teacher in 1995. She and her husband live
in Orange City.
Wallace Vermeer is partially retired.
He and his wife, JoAnne (Vonk '50), live
in Orange City.
Shirley (Spyker) Vogel continues to
run the Old Factory gift shop in Orange
City. She and her husband, Art '50, travel
to Winter Haven, Fla., for the winter
months.
Beverly (Muilenburg) Wielenga
retired from her position as guidance
office secretary and library aide at Central
Lyon High School in 1996. She and her
husband, Bill, who recently retired from
his jewelry business, live in Rock Rapids.
Peter Wielenga Jr. currently is working
with the Colorado Revenue Department.
His wife, Sylvia, works for a mining
company in their sales and marketing
department. They live in Englewood and
have three children and four
grandchildren.
Lloyd Woelber and his wife, Darlene
(Ten Haken '72), live in Hull, where he is
self-employed building fences.
'57
Lavonne (Sterler) Blankers and her
husband, George, enjoy spending time
with their children and MO grandchildren
on their farm near Archer.
John Brouwer has retired from the
ministry and is now living on a hobby
farm near Osseo, Wis., with his wife,
Florence (Schmidt '58).
George Douma works as a food gift
consultant for Maple Ridge Farms. He
and his wife, Louise, live in Marshfield,
Wis. They have three children.
Shirley (Langsraat) Goering works as a
teacher's assistant in a special education
class. She and her husband, Verlin, live on
a farm near New Ulm, Minn.
lona (Van Veldhuizen) Heusinkveld
has turned her garage into a hobby /craft
shop since retiring from teaching. She
lives in San Jose, Calif., with her husband,
Douglas.
Robert Hoogeveen is the director of
Village Northwest Unlimited in Sheldon.
He and his wife, Esther (Ten Clay '56),
have four children and three
grandchildren.
Helen (Van Klompenburg) Jongerius
and her husband, Gerald, have three
children and one granddaughter. They
live in Orange City.
Carole (Heemstra) Kempema lives in
Grandville, Mich., with her husband,
Don. Currently she is teaching pre-school
in Jenison, Mich.
Judith (Nattress} Kloelzel and her
husband, John, live in Catonsville, Md.
They have four children.
Ronald Muilenburg is employed as a
field representative for a crop insurance
company near Oskaloosa.
Milton and Judy (Schoep) Pennings
both keep busy at Pennings Livestock, a
cattle ordering-buying service in Orange
City. Milton is the owner/operator and
Judy is the office manager. Judy also is a
part-time administrative assistant at K-
Products and does foster care for Bethany
Christian Services.
Arlin Plender is on the corporate
administration staff of PaceCo. Financial
Services. He and his wife, Sandy, live in
Duncan, Okla., and have five children
and six grandchildren.
Bob Pryor recently retired from the
Chicago Board of Education and moved
to Brewton, Ala.
Robert Roetman farms south of
Hospers along wi th his wife, Lois
(Romberg '71). They have a son and two
grandsons.
Sylvia (Vander Kooi) Romberg is a
Title I teacher at Boyden-Hull Elementary
School. She has four children and four
grandchildren.
Jerry Te Paske has retired from
veterinary practice. He now has an
acreage near Fort Washington, N.D. He
and his wife, Sue, have MO children.
Wayne Vander Schaaf enjoys teaching
math and science at the fifth and sixth
grade levels in the Boyden-Hull
Community School. He also has taught
math and science classes at NWC.
Alverna "Vemie" (HuIstein) Van
Engelenhoven and her husband, Paul
'59, spend winters in Arizona. They have
MO children and MO grandchildren.
Marvella (Vander Wilt) Van
KIompenburg and her husband, Jim,
enjoy traveling to visit their children and
grandchildren. They live in Sioux City
where Jim teaches at Western Iowa
Technical Community College.
Peter Van Leerdam is retired but
keeps active doing part-time property
management. He and his wife, Hilda
(Westhoff '56), have six grandchildren.
Glenn VanRoekel is a radiologist at
hospitals in LeMars, Orange City and
Sioux Center. His wife, Audrey
(McMurray '57), is president of the
library board in LeMars, where they live.
They have four children.
Janice (Hartog) Veldhuis and her
husband, Henry '61, live in Sheldon.
Janice works as secretary for the guidance
office at the Sheldon High School and
Henry is a physics professor at
Northwestern.
Alfreda (Juffer) Verdoorn and her
husband, Larry '57, farm east of Ashton.
Larry serves on the county extension
council and church consistory. Alfreda is
a homemaker and part-time librarian in
Ashton. They have MO children.
Harold Vogelaar lives in Chicago. His
wife, Neva, has Alzheimer's disease and
is in the Rest Haven Nursing Home.
'61
Eugene Ligtenberg, a technical
advisor in the consulting services division
for Eastman Kodak Company, was
honored with the IlE Fellow Award at the
Industrial Engineering Solutions '97
Conference and Expo in Miami. This
award recognizes distinguished service
and leadership qualities that contribute
significantly to the industrial engineering
profession.
'67
Dr. Robert Foreman, the George Lynn
Research Professor and chairman of
physiology in the College of Medicine at
the University of Oklahoma Health
Sciences Center at Oklahoma City, was
named the Samuel Roberts Noble
Foundation Presidential Professor. This
honor is given to faculty members who
meet the highest standards of excellence.
His research has addressed the treatment
of angina pectoris, sudden cardiac death
and chronic pain. He and his wife,
Charlotte (Poppen '69), and MO sons live
in Edmond, Okla.
'74
Ed Spurr has been named director of
operations and production for the new
$20-million Spencer Theater for the
Performing Arts, under construction near
Ruidoso, N.M.
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'75
The Rev. Paul Wemlund is a pastor at
Trinity Community Church in Brown
Deer, Wis. In April he was elected
president of the Regional Synod of Mid-
America.
'77
Rhonda (Jensen) Beardshear lives in
Lawrence, Kan. where she is a registered
nurse. Her husband is a musician and
also repairs instruments. They have two
sons, jesse (17) and Andre (11).
Lillian Schouten, Markesan, Wis., was
included in the Fall '96 edition of Who's
Who Among America's Teachers.
'81
Linda (Van't Hul) Haight teaches
fourth grade in the East Union
Community School District in Afton. Her
husband, Steven, farms; they have two
children.
'83
Ryan Achterhoff has been named vice
president of business banking and
marketing for Iowa State Bank in Orange
City. He spent 14 years in sales and
marketing management at K-Products.
'84
Donna (Heerspink) Bunce and her
husband, Craig, live in Zeeland, Mich.
They have three children. Donna is an
aerobics instructor and her husband is a
prosecutor for Ottawa County.
'85
Lu Ann Lucas lives in New York City
and is employed as an administrative
assistant in the entertainment industry.
She continues to act, write songs and
sing.
Debra Wolthuizen works as an
accounting assistant at a transportation
company in Grand Haven, Mich.
Paula (Harding) Wolyniec teaches
English as a Second Language in the
Worthington, Minn., Area Junior High
School. She and her husband, George,
have two sons.
'86
Dr. Brian Boscaljon and his wife,
Michelle, spent the summer working at
Cran Hill Ranch, where they met 10 years
ago. Brian is a finance professor at Calvin
College in Grand Rapids, Mich.
Henry '77 and Karen (Robbins '80) Te
Paske, daughter, Lauren Gail, joins Amy
(18), Kristi (16), Lesley (14), Henry john
(12) and Anne (2).
Steven and Linda (Van'tHul '81) Haight,
daughter, Catelin, joins Clinton (9).
Jim and Lynn (Wanningen '82) Ruse,
daughter, Sarah Marie.
Craig and Donna (Heerspink '84)
Bunce, daughter, Caitlyn Jean, joins Jacob
(5) and Courtney (4).
Paul and Twila DeVries-Forbes '84,
daughter, Elizabeth Lynn.
Mark and Carolyn (Barthel '84) Huffman,
son, Jack William, joins Lauren (2).
Kelly and Becky (Cooper '84)
Langholz, son, Avery Kenneth, joins
Katriana (2).
Steve '84 and Kim (Roos '85) Rhode,
daughter, Karis Louise, joins Kylee (6) and
Kristopher (4).
George and Paula (Harding '85)
Wolyniec, son, Oliver Andrzej, joins
Patrick (4).
Richard '86 and Valerie (Dittmer '87)
King, son, Bryce Alan, joins Anastasia (1).
'88
Jolene (Bosman) Van Kooten is
employed as a bookkeeper at Rosendaal-
Honcoop Construction. Her husband,
Craig, owns Home Front Services. They
have two children and live in Everson,
Wash.
Karmen Woelber recently earned her
master's in physical therapy from St.
Ambrose University. She is a physical
therapist at the Agape Rehabilitation
Agency in Cedar Falls.
'89
Tim Tjemagel and his wife, Paula, are
making plans to work in Spain as
missionaries for World Team. They
currently live in Kelley, Iowa, with their
new daughter.
Dr. Dan and jennifer (Mitchell '91)
Van Peursem recently have moved to
Vermillion, S.D., where Dan teaches in the
math department at the University of
South Dakota.
'90
Patrick and Nancy (Wollman)
Heilman recently moved to the Twin
Cities where Patrick manages a Tom
Thumb convenience store and Nancy
works at the Compendium Corporation in
forms development and desktop
publishing. They have two daughters,
Heather (6) and Shawna (4).
Births
Gary and Robyn (Start '88) Mulder,
son, Blake Allen, joins Erin (5) and Allison
(3).
Craig and Jolene (Bosman '88) Van
Kooten, daughter, Morgan]o, joins Jordan
(4).
Randy '88 and Laura (Elgersma '91)
Post, son, Brady Lee, joins Kyle (3).
Mark and Kim (Kilpatrick '89)
Carrigan, daughter, Sarah Marie, joins
Kellerie (4) and Mitchell (2).
Mike '89 and Natalie (Trowbridge '89)
Haverdink, son, Noah Kent, joins Jared
(2)
Paula and Tim Tjernagel '89, daughter,
MaKayla Mae.
Diane and Jack Vander Stoep '90,
daughter, Sophie Elise, joins Emma (1'/0.
Laura (Bleeker '92) and Russell
Herman '94, son, Caleb John.
jeff and Cindy (Mulder '93)
Nieuwendorp, daughter, [acie Nicole.
Tonya McGee '93 and Dan Venema
'96, daughter, Cara Margaret.
Renee (Hershberger '97) and Jeremy
Pickard '99, daughter, Abagail joy.
Pete Mullenberg, branch manager of
the Rudy Salem Staffing Services office in
Spencer, was named the Inter-City
Temporary Services Region II Sales Person
of the Year for the second consecutive
year.
Cheri Waggoner has been promoted to
guest service manager at the Holiday Inn
in Holland, Mich.
'92
Kaori "Kay" (Adaniya) Fox taught
English to junior high students in
Okinawa, Japan, after leaving
Northwestern. She and her husband,
James, live in Carlsbad, Calif., but they
will be moving to Okinawa later this year.
Jon and Laura (Verdoom) Kroeze
moved in August to Port-au-Prince, Haiti,
to begin teaching at Quisqueya Christian
School.
Robin Pals-Rylaarsdam completed her
Ph.D. in molecular biology this summer at
Northwestern University. She now is
engaged in post-doctoral research at the
University of Chicago.
Garth Robinson graduated from Iowa
State University's veterinary medicine
program in 1996. After working one year
at a veterinary clinic in North Dakota, he
now is employed at the Sheldon
Veterinary Clinic.
Rick Scholtens and his wife, Lori
(Voskuil '94), have moved to Alton. Rick
is employed by Mark's Cabinet Shop and
Lori teaches second grade at Hospers
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Elementary School. Kenneth Martinsen has joined the jenifer (Simm) Van Noord is the first
Jordan Walton recorded a song for the 440th Army National Guard Band in grade teacher at Clay Central-Everly
sub-pop artist Damien Jurado. Jordan Morrisville, N.C. Community School in Everly. She and her
lives in Seattle. '95 husband, Kurt, live in Spencer.Chris Yaw will be MOC-Floyd Valley
'97High School's girls' basketball coach this Kay Pals has completed a master'syear. He previously was the school's degree in exercise physiology from the
freshman boys' basketball coach. University of Iowa and is now working on Brenda (Van Engen) Hamstra is
'93
a master's in physical therapy at U of I. teaching second grade in the Harris-Lake
Amy Risius, a certified athletic trainer, Park School District. Her husband, Curtis
is working in a clinic outreach position at '97, is a counselor at Forest Ridge in
Cindy (Mulder) Nieuwendorp teaches Physicians Plus in Madison, Wis. Estherville.
third grade at George Elementary School. Diane (Cuthrell) Salton is teaching Melanie Mason became a certified
Sheand her husband, Jeff, live in Sheldon; kindergarten in Spencer. She lives in athletic trainer this summer. She is a grad
they have one daughter. Dickens with her husband, Donald. assistant at Kansas State, where she is
'94 '96
pursuing a master's in exercise
physiology.
Jennie Morgan is a development Jon Oostra is employed at NorwestTom Godfredsen is teaching and associate for the Indiana Literacy Bank in BelleFourche, S.D.coaching football and junior high Foundation. Her responsibilities include Jason Vanden Bosch is employed as a
basketball at Sioux Central Community public relations, membership and special public accountant with Philip Rootberg
Schools. He also is a co-huddle leader of events. and Company in Chicago.
Sioux Central Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. He lives in Spencer with his
Bookstore Gift Selectionswife, Kay.Darrin Kimpson and his wife, Pamela
(Brinks '97), have moved to Sioux Falls, Order FormS.D. Pamela is the junior and senior highyouth director at First Reformed Church
and Darrin attends North American (All items displayed on reverse side)Baptist Seminary.
Marriages Name
Address
Janet Nelson '88 and Joel Wassom,
City StateSpencer.
Donald Tellinghuisen '88 and Rebecca Phone Zip CodeLarson, Sioux Falls.
Annette Vander Kooi '88 and William Description Size You Want Quantity Unit Price Total Price
Minnick, Sioux Falls, S.D.
Bret Kruse '89 and Lisa Ames, Elk Run A. License Plate Holder - 56.00
Heights, Iowa.
B. Sweatshirt (M,L, XL, XXL) M.L.XL 530.00Kaori "Kay" Adaniya '92 and James VVI '" ,n
FoxJr.,Carlsbad, Calif. C. NWC Hat (Adjustable) - 510.50Laura Verdoom '92 and Jon Kroeze,
Port-au-Prince, Haiti. D. Red Raiders Hat (Adjustable - 513.50
Shelly Van Der Weide '93 and Rob
E, Youth Sweatshirt (XS, S, M, L) 520.75Sikma '97, Lakewood, Calif.
Tom Godfredsen '94 and Kay
F. T-shirt (M, L, Xl) 522.50Fairchild, Spencer.
Damn Kimpson '94 and Pamela All sizes, unless stated, SHIPPING suo-tote:Brinks '97, Sioux Falls, S.D. are Men's Adult.
Mark Petersen '94 and Ann Burlage. To place an order- up to 525.00- 54.00 5hipplng&
Sterling, Ill. -use this mail-in order form 526.00-550.00- 55.00 Handling(See Chert)Diane Cuthrell '95 and Donald Salton, -or call 712-737-7195 over 55000- 56.00Dickens.
-or e-mail glendadv@nwciowa.edu TotalRachel Mast '95 and Landon Finch '98, (Amount Enclosed)
Sheldon. Make checks payable to: Northwestern College Bookstore
Ryan Haack '96 and Erica Bloom '96, Method of payment
West DesMoines. 6 ~~~~~a~~ney~~~~ DDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDJenifer Simm '96 and Kurt Van Noord,
Spencer. Signature
Expirationdote DDDDDDCurtis Hamstra '97 and Brenda Van required for purchase
Engen '97, Estherville. CAs shown on creon corn
Jon Oostra '97 and Donelle Gesink '97, Mail to: Bookstore, Northwestern College, 208 8th St. SW,Orange City, IA 51041
Belle Fourche, S.D. Allow 3-4 weeks for deliverv Offer exoires Dec. 31
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Show your Raider pride!
The Classic
Northwestern College
101 Seventh St. SW
Orange City, Iowa 51041
(712) 737·7000 (switchboard)
Change Service Requested
Make it a
Northwestern Christmas
with gifts that show
your loyalty!
(order form on other side)
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ORANGE CITY IA
51041
When your phone rings ...ask about the calendar!
1997 Annual Fund Phonathon
"Framing the Past,
Picturing the Future"
Oct. 6 - Nov. 13
If you increase your gift by $20
($35 minimum gift) or give $250 or more,
you will receive the 1998
"Then and Now" calendar,
It contains a wide variety of pictures depicting
Northwestern's past and present. From athletics
and music to students and buildings, eachmonth's
old and new photos provide a great backdrop for
reminders ofimportant holidays and NWCevents.
Help us "picture the future" with a gift to
the Annual Fund Phonaihon. Thank you!
